
Zyler Virtual Try-On Wins Virtual Fitting Room
Innovation of the Year at RetailTech
Breakthrough Awards 2024

AI-powered virtual try-on technology Zyler

is transforming fashion retail

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, May 8,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Anthropics

Technology, a leading provider of AI

fashion try-on solutions, is proud to

announce that its Zyler Virtual Try-On

technology has won the "Virtual Fitting

Room Innovation of the Year" award at

the 2024 RetailTech Breakthrough

Awards. Zyler Virtual Try-On enables

shoppers to try on clothing on the

screen – without a physical product.

Retailers using Zyler technology have

seen an increase in browsing time and

engagement as well as reduced

returns. Zyler’s partners include John

Lewis Fashion Rental, Moss, and

Larusmiani among other fashion

brands. This award honors Zyler's

innovation and contribution to the

fashion retail industry.

The RetailTech Breakthrough Awards recognize top companies, technologies, and products in the

retail industry. This year, thousands of nominations were received from all over the world.

Anthropics Technology joins a distinguished list of winners, including UPS, Toshiba Global

Commerce Solutions, Advatix, Berkshire Grey, Happy Returns, GK Software, Manhattan

Associates, Panasonic Connect, and other leading companies and startups in the retail

technology industry.

“We are honored to receive this prestigious award,” said Alexander Berend, CEO of Anthropics

Technology. “Zyler Virtual Try-On represents our commitment to pushing the boundaries of

http://www.einpresswire.com


technology to create innovative solutions that improve fashion retail experience and customer

journey.”

Zyler Virtual Try-On enables customers to virtually try on clothing from any device, providing a

seamless and accurate clothing try-on experience without a physical item. This innovative

technology allows users to visualize how outfits will look on them, offering a personalized

shopping experience that enhances customer satisfaction and reduces returns for retailers.

For more information about Zyler Virtual Try-On and other products from Anthropics

Technology, please visit zyler.com. Press contacts: press@zyler.com.

Notes to Editors

About Zyler

Zyler is an AI-powered virtual try-on solution for fashion brands and retailers that allows their

customers to try on clothing in just a few simple steps. Zyler was created by Anthropics

Technology – an AI technology solutions company and the world leader in AI clothing software,

based in London, UK. Virtual try-on helps customers discover styles and outfits and is designed

to improve shopping experience. Only a headshot and sizing information is needed for the

customer to start trying on clothes virtually on the retailer’s website. Further details can be

found at: www.zyler.com.

About RetailTech Breakthrough Awards

RetailTech Breakthrough Awards is an international program that recognizes innovative

technology solutions and companies within the retail industry. RetailTech Breakthrough

celebrates excellence in various categories, including retail technology, digital transformation,

customer experience, supply chain management, and more. The goal of the program is to

highlight pioneering companies, platforms, and products that are driving the evolution of retail

through technological advancements. These awards serve to identify leaders in the field and

foster a greater understanding of how technology is shaping the future of retail.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/709846200

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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